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\[Boris Bekmambetov\] \[ FE’s Mathcad Prime 3.0 offers users over 30 new features. Including templates, toolbars,
math formatting, and the Global Definition operator. \[Mei\] \[ [^1]: This is exactly how I designed my more recent
system. [^2]: We do this by translating to a theory in a logic (first-order or propositional) and verifying this theory
with the prover. [^3]: A term in a *term language* is a string of symbols, $s$, possibly with substrings enclosed in
$()$. In this paper, we use capital letters for term languages, e.g., $S$, $L$ and $Q$. We define the smallest term
language for any given alphabet $A$ (i.e., set of characters) to be the set of all strings of length one, $A$. [^4]: A

*term rewriting system* (TRS) consists of a set of rules, $r$, which specify a reduction of one term, $t$, to
another, $u$, via several instances of the term $s$. A TRS is a rewriting system if for each rule $r$, there is an

integer $n_r$ such that $n_r\geq 0$ and $\forall i\in\{0,\ldots,n_r\}$: $s_i\in S$ and $s_i\rightarrow s_{i+1}$ for
all $i
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